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IMAGE DESCRIPTION QTY AGE RANGE

Universal Expression Swing - Expression Swing Universal features the same adult swing seat 
as our original Expression Swing and includes an adaptive swing seat for children of all abilities. 
The patented design positions adult and child face-to-face and eye-to-eye to encourage an 
emotional bond during play (also known as the scientific principle of attunment), and the 
adaptive seat provides an inclusive form of swinging play for children who require additional 
support. 

2 5-12 Years

Rock N Raft - Children of all abilities imagine exploring the open seas and foster friendships 
with our inclusive Rock N Raft. There is seating for six, as well as room for a person using a 
mobility device to fit comfortably. Rock N Raft gently glides as passengers cooperatively shift 
their weight or push the outside to achieve momentum. Rock N Raft is ramp accessible from a 
structure.

1
2 to 5 Years
5-12 Years

Sensory Dome - a fun, freestanding play activity for children of all abilities. The mix of materials, 
along with the varied routes of travel while climbing make this a versatile climber for your 
playground. 20" opening can be fitted with a  GT Sensor* to provide auditory, visual or tactile 
experiences.

1 5 to 12 Years

The bright acrylic panels cast colorful shadows on the play system and along the ground, 
adding a sensory play aspect to any play area.

5
2 to 5 Years
5-12 Years

2 to 5 Years
5-12 Years

Hypno Spinner/Maze Wheel - interactive spinning wheels with changing colors and designs.  2

2-5 Years

Sensory Wave ramp includes interactive bells, color wheel, hourglass, chimes, and a hypnetic 
spinner.

1
2 to 5 Years
5-12 Years

Bongos - Encourages a love of music, as well as social and interactive play 1


